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QUESTION 1

A customer has and HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 that uses HP 3PAR System Reporter and Adaptive Optimization with HP
3PAR OS 3.1.1. The customer is planning an upgrade to HP 3PAR OS 3.1.2. What benefit will the customer receive
after upgrading? 

A. Databases are compacted each day. 

B. System Reporter increases read performance 

C. Data samples are retrieved every hour 

D. Adaptive Optimization operations can be scheduled. 

Correct Answer: D 

What\\'s New in the OS HP 3PAR OS 3.1.2 enables customers to increase multi-tenant consolidation on shared
infrastructure and increase agility and efficiency with several new features and enhancements. HP 3PAR OS 3.1.2
supports the new HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 Storage. HP 3PAR OS 3.1.2 features include the following benefits: 

*

 Enhanced multi-tenancy and several scalability and resiliency features 

*

 (D) Autonomic management for agility and ease of use with enhancements to Autonomic System Rebalance, Adaptive
Optimization and other enhanced capabilities 

*

 Thin Technologies for efficiency and capacity reduction with tighter integration with Windows Server 2012. 

*

 Federated Technologies for providing online data migration with Online Import between EVA Storage and 3PAR
storage. Reference; HP 3PAR Operating System 3.1.2 GA/MU1/MU2, Release Notes 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer plans to migrate data from a third-party storage system to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7200 Storage System. 

The new storage system must provide up to 128 disk drives. 

How many additional drive chassis does the customer need? 

A. Three 

B. Four 

C. Five 

D. Six 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer with multiple HP 3PAR P10000 Storage Systems needs to move data between the arrays. They need to
ensure that the migration will not disrupt their applications, users, or services. Which storage method should the
customer use to achieve this goal? 

A. point-in-time copies 

B. backups to disk 

C. storage federation 

D. deduplication 

Correct Answer: C 

Storage federation from HP enables the online non-disruptive movement of storage volumes between arrays in a metro
area. Unlike external storage virtualization appliances that add cost, complexity and downtime, storage federation from
HP creates a persistent pool of capacity using native communication between system controllers. 

 

QUESTION 4

In which HP rack is the factory Integration of an HP StoreServ 7000 supported? 

A. HP 5642 rack 

B. HP G3 rack 

C. HP 10000 rack 

D. HPV142 rack 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company with a first-generation deduplication appliance is migrating to an HP StoreOnce 6200 Backup System. After
migration, what will be the size of the deduplication block? 

A. 4 kb 

B. 8 kb 

C. 16 kb 

D. 32 kb 
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Correct Answer: A 

Deduplication Optimization HP created a highly-optimized deduplication approach that introduces time- and space-
saving techniques. With the goal of eliminating the maximum amount of redundancy in its data inspection, while also
maintaining a small index to deliver the fastest performance, the company focused on two components of its
deduplication approach: an average variable chunk size of 4K, and a sparse index. HP\\'s Adaptive Micro-Chunking
uses variable-length data segments or chunks. The backup stream is broken down into approximately 4K variable-
length segments that are examined for redundancy versus previously stored information. Smaller segments means
there are more chunks and index comparisons, which also means a higher potential to locate and eliminate redundancy
(and produce higher reduction ratios). Comparative solutions use block sizes that range from 8K to 32K. The tradeoff
with small chunk sizes is a greater number of index look-ups--which could mean slower deduplication performance.
However, HP Labs developed HP Predictive Acceleration technology to maintain performance and reduce RAM
requirements. By using a subset of key values stored in memory, StoreOnce determines a small number of sequences
already stored on disk that are similar to any given input sequence--what HP refers to as sparse indexing. Then each
input sequence is only deduplicated against those few sequences. This minimizes disk IO and uses less disk and little
memory, creating more efficiency and enabling faster ingest and, importantly, restoration of data. HP\\'s approach
accelerates reads/writes, and delivers rapid ingest rates of up to 28 TB/hour. Predictive Acceleration has enabled HP to
require up to 50% less RAM than comparable solutions. 

 

QUESTION 6

Which type of deduplication method is performed by HP StoreOnce D2D devices? 

A. object-level differencing 

B. pre-hash data encrypting 

C. metadata compressing 

D. hash-based chunking 

Correct Answer: D 

HP D2D (Disk to Disk) Backup Systems use Dynamic deduplication(hash-based chunking) technology that provides a
significant price advantage over our competitors. 

Note: 

* HP offers two complementary deduplication technologies that meet very different customer needs: 

/ Accelerated deduplication (object-level differencing) for the high-end enterprise customer who requires: 

Fastest possible backup performance 

Fastest restores 

Most scalable solution possible in terms of performance and capacity ?Multi-node low-bandwidth replication 

High deduplication ratios 

Wide range of replication models 

/ Dynamic deduplication (hash-based chunking) for the mid size enterprise and remote office customers who require: 

Lower cost device through smaller RAM footprint and optimized disk usage 
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A fully integrated deduplication appliance with lights-out operation 

Backup application and data type independence for maximum flexibility 

Wide range of replication models 

Reference: Understanding the HP Data Deduplication Strategy 

 

QUESTION 7

Which tool does the HP StoreVirtual 4000 solution provide to help customers monitor array health? 

A. Command View 

B. Centralized Management Console 

C. FCTool 

D. SAN Toolbox 

Correct Answer: B 

HP LeftHand P4000 Centralized Management Console (CMC) includes possibilities to: 

* monitoring arrays 

Incorrect: 

Not D: The SAN toolbox is used to provide a simple and effective way to represent the various components of a SAN
configuration. 

Not A: Want to reduce IT costs and management complexity for your arrays and SANs? Need to be ready for the next
set of changes? 

HP Command View EVA Software provides you with a powerfully simple storage management experience, automates
and aggregates storage management to reduce complexity and increase productivity. Quickly and easily automate
tasks 

such as configuring RAID groups. 

Provisioning capacity is simple, and you can dynamically expand LUNs and add drives online without downtime to
quickly meet changing business needs. HP Command View EVA Software is a comprehensive software suite designed
to 

simplify array provisioning and management of all HP EVA family of storage array products. 

You can easily create Vdisks and grow or shrink LUNs, all without downtime. Command View EVA Software allows you
to replicate data with snapshots for immediate use. 

And you can feel secure about your data with the industry-leading security features. 

 

QUESTION 8
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What is the primary benefit of source-side deduplication compared to target-side deduplication? 

A. Source-side deduplication allows more data to be transferred over low-bandwidth links in the network. 

B. Source-side deduplication reduces the amount of data transferred between media servers and the D2D device. 

C. Source-side deduplication isolates data so that it can be more easily streamed to tape for offsite storage. 

D. Source-side deduplication allows more data to be stored on the D2D device. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: Dedupe 2.0: What HP Has In Store(Once) 

 

QUESTION 9

A small-business customer plans to implement an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7200. 

What must the customer consider regarding large, unexpected data growth? 

A. Additional controller nodes cannot be added to the HP StoreServ 7200. 

B. There are no HBA expansion slots in the HP StoreServ 7200. 

C. Adaptive Optimization suffers a performance impact with large data. 

D. The HP StoreServ 7200 configuration must have fewer than four drive chassis. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer is planning to migrate a database to a new site. They need to create an extended SAN in a single fabric
namespace by using a dedicated link over a distance of 200 km. 

Which network protocol should they use to achieve this goal? 

A. FCIP 

B. iFC 

C. FCoE 

D. iSCSI 

Correct Answer: A 

FCIP connects Fibre Channel fabrics over IP-based networks to form a unified SAN in a single 

fabric. FCIP relies on IP-based network services to provide connectivity between fabrics over LANs, MANs, or WANs. 

Note: 
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HP SAN extension technologies include: 

*

 FCIP 

(greater than 10 km to 20,000 km) 

*

 FC-ATM 

*

 FC-SONET 

*

 WDM 

(greater than 35 km to 100?00 km) 

*

 Fibre Channel using long-wave transceivers 

(10 km?5 km) 

 

QUESTION 11

A flower distribution company is planning to redesign their web site and offer additional products and delivery services. 

They expect a significant increase in web traffic and sales. 

They want to ensure a quick response time and in some cases, provide same day delivery of an order. 

This will put an increased demand on their existing IT environment. This environment consists of a small SAN, two
C7000 blade chassis and a storage array 

Which change to their environment is recommended? 

A. upgrade to larger disks in the storage array 

B. install additional disks in the storage array 

C. set up replication between the storage blades and the storage array 

D. install additional SAN switches 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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A customer plans to implement an HP StoreVirtual 4000 Storage System. 

Which NICs can the customer use to enable adaptive load balancing after installation? (Select two.) 

A. three 10GbE 

B. one 10GbE 

C. one 1GbE 

D. two 10GbE 

E. two 1GbE 

F. three 1GbE 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

Note: 

* Adaptive load balancing (ALB) 

Uses interfaces simultaneously for data transfer (receive and transmit load balancing). If one connection fails, the
remaining connection continues without disruption to the storage nodes operation or iSCSI sessions. It offers the
benefits of the 

increased transmission rates without additional switch configuration. Interfaces in an ALB bond may be connected to
different switches and therefore supports switch failover. 
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QUESTION 13

A company plans to migrate from a third-party storage system to an HP clustered storage solution that supports 8 Gb/s
Fibre Channel ports. Which HP storage solution meets this requirement? 

A. HP StoreVirtual 4000 

B. HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 

C. HP StoreOnce 6200 

D. HP 3PAR StoreServ 10000 

Correct Answer: A 

HP 3PAR StoreServ 10000 

Host interface 8 Gb/sec Fibre Channel (192) Ports 

* The new HP 3PAR StoreServ 10000 Storage is designed to deliver enterprise IT as a utility service simply, efficiently,
and flexibly. The arrays feature a tightly coupled clustered architecture, secure multi-tenancy, and mixed workload
support to fuel enterprise-class virtual and cloud data centers. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 

Host interface include: 

8 Gb/sec Fibre Channel (24) Ports 

But not clustered storage solution. 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer needs to migrate data from a legacy storage system to an HP StoreVirtual 4000. They also need to improve
their patch management policies for storage management. How can the HP StoreVirtual 4000 enhance the patch
management process for this customer? (Select two.) 

A. by logging applied patch information 

B. by displaying automatic patch alert notifications 

C. by slipstreaming all patches for easy deployment 

D. by displaying all pre-qualification failures 

E. by automatically downloading and applying patches 

Correct Answer: BD 

HP P4000 SAN Solutions - SAN/iQ software 9.5 Patch Set 02 include: Enhanced the Online Upgrades feature to: 
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*

 (B) Display a notifications window in the CMC, which ensures you are notified of any updates to the system, such as
patches, customer advisories, or updated release notes. The Notifications window displays automatically when the CMC
is 

first opened. 

*

 Identify the type of patch (urgent, recommended, informational) in the notifications window so you can quickly
determine the importance of the patch. 

*

 Patch availability messages on the upgrades tab, menu bar, and package selection window indicate the type of patch
(urgent, recommended, optional). 

*

 Improve download capability by fixing the limitation of concurrent FTP connections. Increasing the number of
concurrent FTP connections ensures that you can obtain updates in a timely manner and avoid connectivity issues. 

D: HP P4000/StoreVirtual Patch set 04 include: 

Added a check to 9.0 CMC online upgrades for any existing hardware problems in a pre-9.0 storage system during the
upgrade pre-qualification tests, and ensures that the hardware passes the required tests before proceeding with the 

upgrade. If a hardware problem is detected, the upgrade fails with an appropriate error message and can be retried after
resolving the problem. 

 

QUESTION 15

A large enterprise is experiencing exponential growth of data but shrinking backup windows. They need to design, plan,
and integrate a comprehensive disaster recovery solution for all their data centers. Part of their disaster recovery
solution must include data migration to a remote site. 

How does the HP StoreOnce 6200 Backup System respond to this customer\\'s requirements? 

A. by supporting more than 32 concurrent data streams to a single VTL or NAS share device 

B. by supporting a single fabric with dual switches where the drives are presented to a single port for no single point of
failure 

C. by requiring a smaller volume of seeding data to be sent over a WAN link than previous StoreOnce D2D models 

D. by providing built-in low-bandwidth replication for cost-effective copies of data offsite 

Correct Answer: D 

Challenges in Enterprise Data Protection Requirements for a modern Enterprise Data Protection solution have many
drivers:

*
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 Exponential growth of data Shrinking backup windows 

*

 The need to design, plan and integrate a comprehensive Disaster Recovery capability 

*

 The need for backup devices to be more available than ever before 

The HP B6200 StoreOnce Backup System responds to all these requirements by providing: 

*

 Deduplication to drive more efficient storage of data 

*

 Large device scalability to ensure every backup has access to devices and, so, reduce queuing time 

*

 (D) In-built low bandwidth replication for cost-effective copies of data offsite as part of a Disaster Recovery plan 

*

 HP Autonomic failover (with appropriate ISV software) to allow backups to continue, even if a node in an HP B6200
StoreOnce Backup System fails. 

*

 High scalability in terms of capacity, performance and replication to ensure the system grows as your business grows. 

Reference; HP B6200 Backup System, Recommended Configuration Guidelines 
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